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Abstract: This brief  paper looks at the task of  solving the “River Crossing” puzzle using recursion. 

1. Introduction

The River Crossing is a classical puzzle involving the transport of  objects from one bank of  a 
river to the other. One of  the more classical interpretations involves a wold, goat and cabbage. 
The objective of  the puzzle is to make the fewest trips, and there are often restrictions on how 
many items, or which items can be transported at the same time. One of  the earliest versions of  
the puzzle appears in Propositiones ad acuendos iuvenes ("Problems to sharpen the young") believed to 
be one of  the oldest collections of  mathematical puzzles written in Latin. The collection is 
attributed to Alcuin of  York, an Anglo-Saxon monk born circa 735 who wrote it towards the end 
of  the 8th century.

An English translation of  Alcuin’s problems is provided in Hadley and Singmaster (Hadl92), and 
the original Latin as well as a German translation is provided by Folkerts and Gericke (Folk93). 
Both of  these papers trace many of  the problems back to their origins in classical sources, 
however the “River Crossing Problems” seem to appear for the first time. Alcuin includes four 
river crossing puzzles (described here exactly as translated by Hadley and Singmaster (Hadl92):

17. De tribus fratribus singulas habentibus sorores - Three friends and their sisters. 
Three friends each with a sister needed to cross a river. Each one of  them coveted the sister of 
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another. At the river they found only a small boat, in which only two of  them could cross at a 
time. How did they cross the river without any of  the women begin defiled by the men?

18. De lupo et capra etfasciculo cauli - A wolf, a goat and a bunch of  cabbages.
A man had to take a wolf, a goat and a bunch of  cabbages across a river. The only boat he 
could find could only take two of  them at a time. But he had been ordered to transfer all of  
these to the other side in good condition. How could this be done?

19. De viro et muliere ponderantibus plaustrum - A very heavy man and woman.
A man and woman, each the weight of  a cartload, with two children who together weight as 
much as a cartload, have to cross a river. They find a boat which can only take one cartload. 
Make the transfer if  you can, without sinking the boat. 

20. De ericiis - Hedgehogs.
The Latin text seems to say: “About a make and female hedgehog with two young, having 
weight, wanting to cross a river”. 

More recent versions of  the puzzle include the missionaries and cannibals (Pres89).

2. The Puzzle

“A man has to take a wolf, a goat, and some cabbage across a river. His rowboat has enough 
room for the man plus either the wolf  or the goat or the cabbage. If  he takes the cabbage with 
him, the wolf  will eat the goat. If  he takes the wolf, the goat will eat the cabbage. Only when the 
man is present are the goat and the cabbage safe from their enemies. All the same, the man 
carries the wolf, goat, and cabbage across the river. How?” (Kord92)
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3. Using mutual recursion

This puzzle is one which is very appropriate for mutual recursion. Two functions are said to be 
mutually recursive if  the first calls the second, and in turn the second calls the first. This is 
achieved by using one function to row from the west bank to the east bank, rowEast(), and 
another function to row from the east to the west bank, rowWest(). There are really only two 
core solutions to this problem, largely because of  the few objects, and the puzzle rules. 

In order to make the puzzle work, we assign values to each of  the three objects:

	 cabbage = 1
	 wolf  = 2
	 goat = 4

The man in the boat by himself  is represented by the value 0. This allows use to use single 
variables to represent the left and right banks. For example if  the left bank has a value of  7, then 
all three objects are there (1+2+4). If  the right bank has the value 6, then both the wolf  and the 
goat are there (and can’t be left alone). 

The two rules (conflicts) for the puzzle are:
1. The wolf  and the goat cannot be left alone.
2. The goat and the cabbage cannot be left alone.

Some other pieces of  information:
• The puzzle always starts with the goat being taken across first, because to take either of  the 

wolf  or cabbage would result in one of  the rules being broken.
• Rowing west the man in the boat can have an object with him, or not (i.e. row empty). 
• Rowing east, the man will always have an object in the boat.
• When all three objects are on the right bank, the puzzle is solved.

3.1 The function rowEast()

So the man rows east with the goat - this is performed using the function rowEast(x), where x is 
the value of  the object to be rowed across. For example rowEast(4) is the first action taken. The 
function then determines what happens when they arrive at the right bank:
• If  all three objects are on the right bank, the puzzle is solved. 
• If  the object dropped off  on the right bank is the only object, the man rows back west with an 

empty boat, calling the function rowWest(0). 
• If  the right bank already has an object, y, and there is a conflict, leave the object x on the right 

bank, and row west with the object y, i.e rowWest(y).

This is what the function looks like written in C:

void rowEast(int obj)
{
   int s=rBank;
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   rBank = rBank + obj;
   printRiver('e');
   if (lBank == 0 && rBank == 7)
      exit(0);
   if (rBank == 1 || rBank == 2 || rBank == 4 || rBank == 3)
      rowWest(0);
   else {
      rBank = obj;
      rowWest(s);
   }
}

3.2 The function rowWest()

The function rowWest(x), rows west to the left bank with the man and the object x in it. The 
function then determines what happens when they arrive at the left bank:
• If  the value of  x is 0, it implies that (i) one object was left behind on the right bank, and there 

are two on the left bank, or (ii) two objects were left behind on the right bank (the wolf  and 
cabbage), and there is one object on the left bank. 

• For (i), because there is only one combination that could be left by themselves, the wolf  and 
the cabbage, one is chosen at random, r, and the man rows east with the object: 
rowEast(r). 

• For (ii), the goat is chosen from the left bank, and the man rows east with the goat, 
rowEast(4). This leaves the left bank empty.

• If  the value of  x is not 0, and the left bank already has an object, y, leave the object x on the 
left bank, and row east with the object y, i.e rowEast(y).

This is what the function looks like written in C:

void rowWest(int obj)
{
   int s=lBank;
   int randomBit;

   srand(time(0));
   randomBit = rand() % 2 + 1;
   lBank = lBank + obj;
   printRiver('w');

   if (obj == 0){
      if (lBank == 3) {
         lBank = lBank - randomBit;
         rowEast(randomBit);
      }
      else if (lBank == 4) {
         lBank = 0;
         rowEast(s);
      }
   }
   else {
      lBank = lBank + obj;
      lBank = obj;
      rowEast(s);
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   }
}

4. Solving the Puzzle

Here are the sample runs of  the program:

<-->  C W G \__________/ _ _ _
--->  C W _ \__________/ _ _ G
<---  C W _ \__________/ _ _ G
--->  C _ _ \__________/ _ W G
<---  C _ G \__________/ _ W _
--->  _ _ G \__________/ C W _
<---  _ _ G \__________/ C W _
--->  _ _ _ \__________/ C W G

<-->  C W G \__________/ _ _ _
--->  C W _ \__________/ _ _ G
<---  C W _ \__________/ _ _ G
--->  _ W _ \__________/ C _ G
<---  _ W G \__________/ C _ _
--->  _ _ G \__________/ C W _
<---  _ _ G \__________/ C W _
--->  _ _ _ \__________/ C W G

5. Main Program and Ancillary Functions

The functions rowWest() and rowEast() are incorporated into a program of  the form:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>

int lBank, rBank;

void rowEast(int obj);
void rowWest(int obj);
void printRiver(char dir);

int main(void)
{
   lBank = 7;
   rBank = 0;
   printRiver('s');
   lBank = lBank - 4;
   rowEast(4);

   return 0;
}

They also use the function printRiver(), which outputs a visual display of  the two river banks after 
each row across the river.

void printRiver(char dir)
{
   const char *riverBank[] = {" _ _ _ "," C _ _ "," _ W _ "," C W _ ",
                             " _ _ G "," C _ G "," _ W G "," C W G "};
   if (dir == 'e')
      printf("---> ");
   else if (dir == 'w')
      printf("<--- ");
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   else
      printf("<--> ");

   printf("%s", riverBank[lBank]);
   printf("\\__________/");
   printf("%s", riverBank[rBank]);
   printf("\n");
}
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